One of the major problems of the push Repetitive Manufacturing Systems (RMS) is the Work In Process (WIP) buildups between the stations due to the push nature of the flow of material. Card-based pull or push-pull production control systems offered smooth production flow with reduced WIP. But, applying these systems to push production environment requires huge cost for major cultural and operational changes. We propose a solution to WIP buildups, without altering the basic structure of operation of the push production system. We propose a bottleneck oriented card-based production control system for push RMS. In our system parts release on the shop floor according to the customer demand whereas the material flow is constrained with the Production Authorization Cards (PAC). The PAC circulates between the first station and the bottleneck station in the form of a loop, reducing WIP buildups between the stations. We have conducted simulation based case studies to demonstrate the efficacy of our approach.
Introduction
In the push RMS, orders are released on the shop floor based on external demand. Afterwards, parts are pushed to the next work station once they finish their operation on the previous workstation, without considering the congestion of the downstream workstation. This phenomena results in the requirement for more buffer space, long lead times and sometime even to line stoppage. Consequences are alarming for the companies using push production control systems with MRP or MRP II, which are already on limited profit margins because of the tough competitions and where most of the work is done by human labor. These companies face a dilemma. On one hand they need to be cost effective and competitive by reducing WIP buildups. But, on the other hand -despite of the low WIP inventory offered by pull or push-pull card-based production control systems -these companies cannot afford to convert to a new production control system, because of the high capital cost requirements for installing new system, for altering floor layout, for training the workers and for spreading the change to their suppliers and buyers. They need an easy to implement and easy to use system with minimum cost and minimum worker training, which would reduce WIP buildups between the stations, without altering the basic structure of their existing push production control system.
For this purpose, we propose a bottleneck oriented card-based Production Control (PC) system for the push Repetitive Manufacturing Systems (RMS). Our card based system is neither a pull system nor a push-pull system, it is simply a push-hold-push system, where parts release on the shop floor according to the customer demand and the material flow is constraint with the Production Authorization Cards (PAC). The PACs circulate between the first station and the bottleneck station in the form of a loop, constraining the unnecessary WIP from accumulating between the stations. Because, in RMS the bottleneck remains the same unless there is a machine failure or a change of product mix, and the bottleneck station is the one with the WIP buildup. In this way our proposed system reduces the WIP build-ups between the stations without changing the basic structure and the working of the existing push production control system. Section 2 is for related literature review. In section 3 we have explained the bottleneck oriented card-based PC system for push RMS. For the evaluation of our system, in section 4 we have conducted case studies and have simulated our model in Witness software. The paper has been concluded in section 5.
Literature Review
In the push RMS, orders are released on the shop floor based on external demand, process plan, inventory levels and pre-determined lead times. Afterwards parts are pushed to the next work station once they finish their operation on the previous workstation, without considering the congestion of the downstream workstation (1) . Whereas, the value of WIP increases down the stream of production process, as labor, time, energy and resources added to it (2) . Thus depending upon the processing cost at each stage, the WIP at the first stage has lower cost than the one at the later stages. The possibility of large WIP buildups between the workstations is high in the push system, which causes high variability in cycle time with an increased cost in terms of inventory buildup (3) . Moreover, it requires more buffer space, and could even lead to line stoppage in highly variable demands. Whereas, for an efficient production; reduction of the WIP inventory between the processes and decrease in the line stoppage are essential (4) , along with the reduction of buffer space, reduction of manufacturing lead-time and constriction of unnecessary WIP at the earlier stages of production. Card-base Production Control (PC) techniques emerged to deal with the problems of shop floor congestion, huge buffer space, long lead-times and large WIP buildups. According to Ref. (5) detailed workload computation strategy for each work centre is efficient in reducing WIP, but, it requires the implementation of the data collection system and requires the data reporting activities concerning each machine centre. Where, the workload computed by each work centre includes; workload on hand, workload in transit and released workload. These complexities could be overcome by card-based material control, in which once the number of cards is calculated then cards automatically control the workload on hand, workload in transit and released workload. . Card-based PC techniques could be either pull such as; Kanban (6) ., Generalised Kanban (7) , Base Stock (8) , and Extended Kanban (9) or pull-push such as; CONWIP (10) , POLCA (11) , E-POLCA (1) , Generic POLCA (12) and Load-Based POLCA (13) . Although these techniques have many advantages in certain conditions, but none of them is flawless. For instance in case of kanban in varying demand and high variety situations, direct relation between card signal and product type would lead to large number of different bins or intermediate stock (14) thus affecting the core objectives of minimizing the WIP and minimizing the buffer space. Generalised Kanban, Base Stock and Extended Kanban are no exception. Similarly, for POLCA or E-POLCA or Generic POLCA or Load-Based POLCA as the numbers of station and part routs variety increase, the number of card types increase double fold, because POLCA system requires two type of cards to be attached with each part or lot. This results into a complex network of cards along with a need of card storage bins and immediate stock at each station. Whereas in case of CONWIP according to Ref. (15) the disadvantage is that the inventory levels inside the system are not controlled individually; high inventories can appear in front of the bottleneck station and when a machine breaks down. Our system has the advantage of low WIP inventory at every station including the bottleneck station. CONWIP and PAC loop would be the same at times when the bottleneck would be the last station, still there would be a difference of time buffer. We have shown these effects in the case studies in section 4. The concept of bottleneck oriented scheduling was introduced in Theory Of Constraint (TOC). Although, the PAC and the TOC, both are bottleneck oriented that is; as soon as a part would finish processing at a bottleneck station a new part would enter into the production line. In this way the production rate of non-bottleneck stations would be synchronized with that of the bottleneck station. However, the intent of the development of PAC varies from that of TOC. In TOC the intent is to achieve maximum production by first identifying the constraint resource and then exploiting the constraint resource by utilizing it maximum (5) by providing it abundant supply of material. On the other hand the intent of the PAC is to minimize the parts queue at each station including the bottleneck station by providing just the required supply of material just at the right time at the bottleneck. Therefore, in TOC the emphasis is on spacious physical buffer at the bottleneck, whereas in PAC the emphasis is to minimize all the physical buffers including the one at the bottleneck. Furthermore, to achieve the objective of minimized WIP stocks between the stations, the PAC differs from the TOC at operational level. Drum Buffer Rope (DBR) is the technique to realize the concept of TOC. There may be different variants of DBR; an example could be found in Ref. (16) . But, in its basic form the DBR uses Optimized Production Technology (OPT) for scheduling. OPT schedules the constraint resource and the non-constraint resources separately and uses forward scheduling logic (17) . Forward scheduling logic releases parts at the earliest to maximize production, which results in excess finished goods inventory. In this way DBR uses time buffer along with the physical buffer and material release decision is based on the estimated time for the time buffer. On the other hand, the PAC is for the systems using MRP or MRP II. These systems use backward scheduling logic, while considering capacity to be available. The material release decision is based on due dates and pre-determined lead times (17) . After the release, the material is constraint with PACs. Converting a push RMS based on MRP into OPT requires either a parallel scheduling system or a complete replacement of the existing production control system. Therefore we proposed the use of PAC without altering the functioning of MRP or MRP II system. It is a low cost approach to minimize the WIP build-ups at all stations including the bottleneck station. These techniques are suited only to their respective pull or push-pull environments. According to Ref. (18) applying these techniques to a factory running on a push production control system requires significant changes in the culture and the operating structure of that factory. These changes require capital cost. Cost for hiring external consultants for a period of six months to one year or may be more depending upon the magnitude of the change. Cost for the proper training of higher management as well as labor according to the new system's requirements. If required, cost for altering the shop floor layout. Cost for the installation of new production management system, whether it replaces the old system or works in parallel with the old one. Cost for expansion of the new system to the suppliers and the buyers. After all that spending, success is still a matter of luck as have been observed in many cases. On the other hand, our proposed system is a low cost solution to reduce WIP with the ease of implementation on the shop floor and with the ease of usage by the workers. Thus suited for companies using push production control with MRP or MRP II and where part loading and dispatching is supervised by human labor. Because, PAC system does not require any extra production management system to be installed in the factory, nor it requires any advanced level training of the management and the workers, nor it uses complex algorithms and dispatching rules ever prone to changes and to errors in real time production. Our system works in the presence of existing push production control system, which release the material according to its computed schedule and sequence. PACs only constrain the unnecessary WIP before the first station and keep it from accumulating between the work stations. PACs achieve this by circulating between the first station and the bottleneck station. In the next section, we have developed the bottleneck oriented card-based PC system for RMS.
Model of RMS with PAC
Repetitive Manufacturing System (RMS), often called as cyclic production system is the one which produces products at a constant frequency. Where a set of resources such as machines, labor, robot etc. repeatedly performs a set of certain tasks and the system produces a set of certain products each cycle with same or similar products produced over a lengthy period of time (19) .
Layout of these systems is in the form of flow shop and/or serial line, where parts move to next station after finishing operation at one station in a pre-defined sequence on a pre-defined route. Planning and control is carried out in time buckets, where time bucket for strategic capacity planning is of two to five years, time bucket for aggregate planning is of ten months to one year and for Master Production Scheduling (MPS) the planning horizon is of four to six weeks (20) . Sequencing is used for scheduling which simplifies the dispatching process. Repetitive manufacturing can be use for Make To Stock (MTO) as well as for Make To Order (MTO) production. Similarly, could be push or pull or hybrid. Our proposed system is applicable to push RMS where parts are released on the shop floor based on external demand, bill of material/process plan, inventory levels and pre-determined lead times. Those companies have MRP or MRP II systems in place to release the orders. Once the scheduling and the sequencing process are complete the bottleneck remains the same in these systems, unless there is a machine failure or a change of product mix. The bottleneck station is the one with the high WIP accumulation because of the push nature of material flow. Which results in large buffer space requirement and longer lead times. Consequently, it is possible to reduce WIP accumulation at the bottleneck station; if the queues of WIP at the bottleneck station could be shifted toward the first station by constraining more and more WIP inventory before the first station.
Therefore, the material is released according to the schedule and in a sequence, but the first machine station does not start processing the part unless the PAC is attached with it, thus keeping the downstream stations from unnecessary WIP. When a PAC attaches with a part, then the first station starts processing that part. The PAC remains attached with a part until it finishes its operation at the bottleneck station. After detaching from a part after the bottleneck station, the PAC moves back to the first station. Here the PAC stays idle for some time and then attached with another part, thus circulates in a loop from the first station to the bottleneck station along the rout of the parts. Therefore, if a PAC is not available at the first station, it means that the bottleneck station is working at its full capacity and is not available to process more parts at the time when these parts are suppose to reach the bottleneck. In this way, we constrain the unnecessary WIP from accumulating between the stations.
Design of PAC based System
RMS which is being modeled, consist of N part types i, M stations j and each station contains O identical servers k. Processing time of part type i on station j is μij. Parts release on the shop floor base on customer demand λ and flow through the shop floor in a pre-defined rout and in a predefined sequence. Table 1 shows the process plan matrix. Fig. 1 Flow Diagram of RMS with PAC First step in designing the PAC based system is to identify the bottleneck station. For this purpose, we compute the maximum capacity of each station j according to the given process plan. The machines station with the least capacity among all will be the bottleneck station. Cycle time and Production Rate (PR) for each station at a given capacity is calculated as;
PR of a station = 1/Cycle time of that station Cycle time of a station = total processing time for that station divided by number of servers in that station. Mathematically cycle time for station j is;
The maximum cycle time among all will be the cycle time of the bottleneck station C B .
C B = MAX{C j } (2) Where, PR B = 1/C B (3) Flow diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 with station B as the bottleneck station.
After the identification of the bottleneck station, next is to design the PAC. Main objective in designing of the PAC is to keep it simple, easy to read and easy to use. PAC holds only two type of information; first is the name or number of bottleneck station and second is the serial number of the PAC. Name/number of the station is the indication, for cal Design, orker of that particular station, to dispatch the card f to the next station. Serial number helps in tracin asing their number in case of demand variability or m made of plastic or paper and increasing their numbe on the overall production cost of the system. Fig. 2 sh Fig. 2 Sample of a PAC After PAC design, third step is to compute lower bo be attached to a lot or a batch but in this research we e one PAC attaches with one part at a time. Little's Law d for PAC number. That is; L=λW. Where L is the tota rrival rate λ, multiply by the total processing time W er of PAC is equal to the PR of the bottleneck statio ocessing times for all part types i from the first statio
(to the n ince, PAC is a discrete and a countable object; therefo hould be rounded off to the next integer. After computation of lower bound for PAC number, ne number. Appropriate number of PAC means neithe ines waiting for parts being attached with PAC and sive to flood the stations with the queues of parts. To ed simulation experimentation. We start with arrival roduction system and use lower bound for PAC num we increase PAC number by one, after each simu meters fix, until we find no increment in production w priate PAC number. In theory, this means that the c ys be lower than or equal to the cycle time of the bott all accumulation of WIP before the bottleneck station. increases down the stream of a production proces rces added to it. Therefore, a WIP at the first stage of the one at the later stages. Where, the difference ndant upon the processing cost at each station. Our main objective is to minimize the WIP build-ups b r improve the performance of the PAC control syst addition to the WIP after each stage, we proposed th to minimize the difference between the cycle time o time of the PAC loop. This means that before being a station, the PAC will be kept idle for some time. T ferred to cards as delay time Δt. Mathematically, Delay Δt # 
ore its value cannot be in decimal ext is to compute the appropriate er they are too limited to keep reduce the PR nor they are too obtain appropriate PAC number rate higher than the capacity of mber as computed from Eq. (4). ulation run, while keeping other with increase in PAC. This is our cycle time of the PAC loop will tleneck station, which will result According to Ref. (2) ut in practice, Δt will be computed by iteration and w btained from Eq (9), because there are many factors w floor. The delay for time buffer Δt, once computed, the menting it to cards at the shop floor, such as; a timer he time delay for each card or an electronic card syste d be much simpler. However, in this research we are ds, because our scope is on the production systems wh n labour. The disadvantage of e-cards is the loss of ial and information, which might lead to less con oyees and might lead to errors (21) . In case of physical c ll conveyer belt at the input of the PAC storage bin b from parts will be placed on one end of the conveye be attached with new parts as in Fig. 3 . The speed of me difference when the PAC would be placed on the he bin should be equal to the required delay for time bu Δt   Fig. 3 Delay Mechanism for Tim o validate our approach, we have conducted sim facturing system simulation is an efficient tool for her it is layout design or number of equipment des m design such as kanban and so on (22) . 
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part types at the bottleneck.
art types from station 1 till the o the product of the PAC number processing time in a PAC loop.
would be slightly lower than the which can cause variation on the en there could be many means of clock or an employee who could em. In case of electronic cards, it e using physical cards instead of here most of the work is done by connection between the flow of nfidence in the system by the cards, one such way is to think of before the first station. The PAC er and will be collected from the f the conveyer would be such that conveyer and when it would fell uffer, that is;
me Buffer mulation experiments. Because r manufacturing system design, sign or production management aves the cost as well as the time. nufacturing system design using nd changed the position of the al production of each part type, ge throughput time of parts and roach, case studies are presented
• Processing times are deterministic • Setup times and transportation times are included into the processing times • One machine can process only one part at a time, and one part can be processed on only one machine at any instant of time.
• Raw material is available and servers work without failure • Preemption is not allowed; a machine will start a new operation only after the completion of previous operation.
Case Studies
The method is being explained with the help of case studies. Experiments have been conducted on two different sizes of RMS; two part types processed on three stations and three part types processed on seven stations. In all the case studies the comparisons of PAC and PAC with Delay time buffer are being made with CONWIP and with no card control. We conducted simulation in Arena software by Rockwell Automation. We used hypothetical customer demand data for six days. In each of the cases, we model our system based on process plan and start with maximum arrival rate and use lower bound for PAC number as computed from Eq. (4). Then we increase PAC number by one, after each simulation run, while keeping other parameters fix, until we find no increment in production with increase in PAC. This is our appropriate PAC number. We use the same process to compute CONWIP cards. Then we start our simulation experiments with card numbers as fixed against demand in each case. We run each simulation experiment for a period of 480+30 time units which are in minutes, where 30 time units is the warm-up period.
Two Parts and Three Stations (2x3) RMS
Two scenarios are taken into account to investigate the effect of PAC control loop; bottleneck is the middle station (BN2) and bottleneck is the last station (BN3). When the bottleneck will be the last station then the PAC loop and the CONWIP loop will be the same, but there will be a difference of delay time buffer. If the bottleneck will be the first station, then there will be no need for the PAC loop because first station will serve to constrain the parts. Table 2 shows six days demand data for our experiment. 
Case 1: Bottleneck is the middle station (BN2)
Station 1 contains four identical servers/machines, station 2 contains five identical machines and station 3 contains seven identical machines. The process plan for this case is shown in Table 3 for which RMS with PAC is shown in Fig. 4 . Cycle time and PR for each station at a given capacity is calculated using Eq. And cycle time for station 3 C 3 = (10+10)/7 = 2.86 minutes. C B = MAX{C 1 , C 2 , C 3 }. It can be seen that station 2 is the bottleneck station with highest cycle time and will limit the PR of RMS to a maximum of 0.263 per minutes. If RMS runs for 8 hours per day, then maximum possible one day production of each part type = 8x60/3.8= 126 units.
Fig. 4 2x3 RMS with PAC BN2
As show in Fig. 4 , PACs attach with parts in a predefined sequence before the Station1 and stay with parts through their movement on the shop floor up till the bottleneck station. Since, the bottleneck station is Station 2 in this case; therefore, PACs detach from parts after the Station 2 and return back before the fist station to be attached with other parts. In this way, PACs are limiting the unnecessary part waiting between the Station 1 and the Station 2. We have conducted experiments with the inclusion of delay time buffer in the PAC loop as well as without its inclusion, to show the difference among both and between the CONWIP loops.
Next step is to compute the lower bound for number of PAC using Eq. (4) Next we obtained appropriate number of PAC using simulation. For simulation we used demand for the day 4 that is 160 units for both the part types. Arrival rate based on this demand is 160/(8x60), which is equal to 0.333 parts/minute. We run our each experiment for a period of 510 time units with 30 time units of warm up period. No replication is required as we are dealing with deterministic processing times. As in Table 4 , appropriate number of PAC is 8, because after increasing PAC from 8 to 9 there is no further increment in total production. In the same way we computed CONWIP numbers and obtained the appropriate CONWIP equal to 14. Similarly, delay for time buffer was first computed using Eq. (5) and then fine tuned with iterative simulation against demand for each day. After this we conducted our simulation experiments based on daily demand data starting from the day 1.
Detailed results of the simulation for all the case studies are provided in Appendix A. The total production of both the part types increases with the increase in arrival rate up till a certain point. After which, by increase in arrival rate there is no further increase in the total production. This point shows the maximum production capacity of the RMS and is 126 units for both the part types. Since station 2 is the bottleneck station, therefore, in higher arrival rates, the possibility of part accumulation is high at the bottleneck station. Therefore, we have made a comparison of average queues at the bottleneck. Results of the comparison between different models of RMS for average throughput time and average queues at the bottleneck station are shown in the Fig. 5 to 16 . In all the following Fig. the horizontal axis represents days starting from one till six. The left vertical axis represents demand for parts increasing from bottom to top. Demand for each day is represented by rectangular bars with a horizontal line perpendicular to these bars representing the maximum production capacity of the RMS under consideration. The right vertical axis represents either the average throughput time in minutes or the average queue at the bottleneck station, depending on the type of comparison. Fig. 5 and 6 show the comparison between PAC and no card case for average queues at the bottleneck station and average throughput time respectively against daily demand. The line representing RMS with PAC is with "squared" marks and the line representing RMS without card control is with "circular" marks. 5 and 6 when the demand is lower than the capacity, there is no difference between PAC and no card case. But as the demand surpasses the capacity the arrival rate increases and in case of RMS without card the parts start to accumulate at the bottleneck and resulting in the increase of the throughput time. On the other hand the PAC control loop constrains the unnecessary WIP from entering the system thus minimizing parts accumulation at the bottleneck and in turn putting a cap on the throughput time. Higher the demand is, more the difference between the PAC and the no card case, with a peak on day four with the difference of around 40 units queue at the bottleneck and nearly 50 minutes difference of throughput time. Next we have shown the comparison between the RMS with PAC and the RMS with CONWIP. Fig. 7 and 8 show the comparison between PAC and CONWIP for average queue at the bottleneck and the average throughput time respectively. The trend is similar to the one observed in the comparison between the PAC and the no card case. But the difference is less and the peak is flattened from day three till day five. CONWIP has put a cap on the WIP in the system. Thus maximum difference between the throughput times is less than two minutes and maximum difference between the queues is less than one unit. At this stage one might think that why there is a difference between the PAC and the CONWIP when both try to adjust the cards circulation with the bottleneck rate? One reason is that the parts are released in a sequence at the first station but inside the production line the parts are pushed forward in a FIFO non-delay basis. Each part has different processing time at each station, therefore the part with shorter processing time on one station will move faster to the next station, which might have longer processing time then the other parts at the next station. In this way the next station will process the longer processing time part first and the shorter processing parts later. This could result in longer throughput time. The longer throughput time then affect the arrival of cards back to the first station to be attached with new parts. The probability of the cards returning to the first station with delay is more in a longer loop, therefore the PAC loop perform better than the CONWIP loop. Another reason is that in the beginning of the production run there is a transition period and production achieves the steady state after some time. Again the probability of achieving steady state earlier is more in case of shorter loop, because the cards will return at the first station earlier, thus avoiding the unnecessary delay and in turn avoiding the throughput time increment. Still another reason is that the cards are discrete and it is not possible to match the cycle time of the card loop exactly with the cycle time of the bottleneck station and the difference results in the part accumulation at the bottleneck. To minimize these differences, we have proposed the use of delay time buffer along with the cards. Fig. 9 and 10 show the effect of the use of delay time buffer with the PAC. Fig. 9 and 10 show that the delay time buffer has further improved the performance of the PAC loop. It has brought the average queue and the average throughput time closer to the optimal. The optimal in this case would be no queue at all with the throughput time exactly equal to the total processing time which is 25 minutes. This is evident that the PAC loop has shifted the parts' queue from the bottleneck station towards the first station and has reduced the WIP build-ups down the stream of the production process. To further validate our approach, in the next case we have changed the position of the bottleneck station from the middle of the production line towards the end of the line and have used time buffer along with the PAC.
Case 2: Bottleneck is the last station (BN3)
For second case, number of servers and parts processing times at station 2 as in case 1 are interchanged with that of station 3 to make it bottleneck. Station 1 contains four identical servers, station 2 contains seven servers and station 3 contains five servers. Process plan for the second scenario is shown in Table 5 . The cycle time of the Station 3 which is the bottleneck station is 3.8 minutes as computed from Eq. (1). The lower bound for the PAC number computed using Eq. (4) is 13.676 ≅ 14. Since the bottleneck is the Station 3, therefore PAC control loop and the CONWIP loop are the same; from station 1 to station 3 as shown in Fig. 5 . PAC/CONWIP attaches with part type 1 before station 1 and detaches after the part being processed
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Vol. 7, No. 3, 2013 through station 1, 2 and 3. In this case we have included the delay time buffer, therefore the PAC then stays idle for some time. Then PAC attaches with part type 2 and detaches from it after the part type 2 has been processed through station 1, 2 and 3 and the cycle continues. Detailed results of the case study are provided in Appendix A2. Fig. 11 and 12 , it can be seen that, as the arrival rate increased beyond processing capacity of RMS on day 3, 4 and 5, the WIP started to build-up at buffer between station 2 and station 3, in case of RMS with CONWIP, although the average build-up is below one unit. Although the PAC and the CONWIP have same loops, but after the application of the time buffer in the PAC loop the average queue at the bottleneck has virtually reduced to zero along with the restriction in the average throughput time. Next we have conducted experiments on 3x7 RMS.
Three Parts and Seven Stations (3x7) RMS
Two scenarios are taken into account; same demand for all the part types and different demand for all the part types. Process plan for each part type and number of identical servers at each station are described in Table 6 . The bottleneck is identified as station 4 with the cycle time C B = 8.5 minutes. Appropriate PAC and CONWIP numbers are 14 and 23 respectively.
Case 1: Same demand for all parts
Six days demand for all the part types are shown in Table 7 . Detailed results after simulation are provided in Appendix A3. Fig. 13 and 14 show the comparison of queue and throughput time respectively between PAC with delay time buffer and CONWIP. Fig. 13 and 14 , the trends are consistent with the previous cases. When the demand is lower than the capacity as in day two, there is no difference between the PAC with time buffer and the CONWIP.
Case 2: Different demand for each part
In this case we have different daily demand for each part type. Six days demand for each part type is shown in Table 8 . Detailed results after simulation are provided in Appendix A4. Fig. 15 and 16 show the comparison of queue and throughput time respectively between PAC with delay time buffer and CONWIP. On day two and four, the accumulated demand is lower than the total production capacity; there is no difference in the values of average queue at the bottleneck and the average throughput time between PAC with delay and CONWIP. with Delay and CONWIP From the results of the case studies, we can see that when the demand is lower than the capacity then there is no difference in the throughput time and the bottleneck queues between CONWIP and PAC. The problem of WIP build-up arises, when the demand is higher than the capacity. In that case, whether the demand is known before hand or unknown, we can compute appropriate PAC numbers of any product mix using Eq (4) and iterative simulation. So, as far as the product mix is unchanged regardless of the demand of each part type the PAC number will remain constant. Whenever a product mix will change the planer will change the PAC number accordingly.
These case studies confirm our proposition that PAC control loop constrains the unnecessary WIP from accumulation between the stations and shift it towards the initial stage of the production. This results in the minimization of buffer space requirements between the stations as well as reduction in manufacturing lead times. Thus our proposed technique makes a push RMS cost effective without the need of altering the basic structure of operation of the RMS.
Conclusion
Bottleneck oriented card based PC system for push RMS has been developed, where the material is released on the shop floor based on the customer demand and the material flow is restricted by PAC. The system constrains unnecessary WIP from flooding the shop floor by limiting it before the first station. The design of the system includes; bottleneck identification, PAC number computation, computation of delay for time buffer, PAC design and simulation. Results of the case studies show the efficacy of the proposed system in reducing WIP buildups between the stations. The system is simple, easy to model, easy to evaluate and easy to implement, thus provides a cost effective solution to the issue of WIP buildups in push RMS using MRP/MRP II without the need of altering the basic structure of operation of the existing system. 
